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It’s been seven days and over two thousand cigarettes. There appears 
to be some kind of  growth on my left arm. Oh yeah, that’s a BICEP. 
Psyche motherfuckers, I’m in the best shape of  my life and I couldn’t 
have done it without my smokes. Next week I’m challenging the 
CSOs to a dong-off  for campus-wide dominance. Keep ‘em coming, 
SmokerSelect™!

SMOKER’S CORNER
With Ryan King
The Pamphlette SmokerSelect™ board’s 
SponsoredSmoker™, Ryan King, is still puffing away.  
Read about his weekly experiences as a new smoker here in 
the Smoker’s Corner.  Read now, because in a few weeks he 
may be dead!

Recent developments deep in the heart of  the 
Amazon reveal that the environment is once again in 
jeopardy.  That’s right, again.

“Ugh,” said prominent environmental activist 
Warren Thaid. “Again?  I just replaced all my 
lightbulbs with flourescent ones.  What does the 
environment want?  A fucking kiss on the head and a 
tuck-in goodnight?”

Recent Gallup polls reveal that Americans 
are becoming less and less concerned with the 
environment’s incessant cries for help.

“The environment is just so gosh-darn needy,” 
said local business owner Sheila Craven.  “Oh, the 
environment needs this, the environment needs that.  
It’s like those annoying kids who come around every 
week trying to sell magazine subscriptions.  And I’ll 
tell the environment what I tell them: I don’t care if  
you’re constantly in need of  aid; I’m only interested 
if  Paul Newman is on the cover.”  Paul Newman was 
not available for comment.

“The first time someone told me the environment 
was in trouble, I quit my job and traveled the country 
planting trees,” said random bystander Jimmy 
Treepleseed.  “But this time?  I bought a Hummer 
and ran them over with it.  I’m tired of  this shit.”

This reflects a growing trend of  apathy among 
Americans who just want to be able to strip the Earth 
of  its resources and be done with it.  Philosopher 

David Hachoo, author of  the book “But Mom I 
Don’t Want to Clean My Room,” writes:

“Everything is just too much effort nowadays: 
recycling your paper, not leaving the car running 
overnight, turning off  the television when you’re 
done watching it.  Who wants to deal with all that 
inconvenience?  All this caring is boring.  Just kill 
the planet already and get it over with.  Come 
onnnnnn.”

Thousands turned out last Friday in Washington 
for their “Let the Environment Die Already, Geez” 
march.  Chanting “Where do we want to drive? 
Everywhere!  When do we want it?  All the time!” they 
swarmed the White House and forced the president 
to sign into law a bill making sure that people don’t 
feel guilty for not helping the environment more.

“It’s just common sense,” said President Bush.  “All 
that environment stuff  just takes up too much of  our 
time.  That concludes this press conference, I’ll now 
be taking Air Force I to the 7-11 down the street.  
Hot dogs.”

THINGS YOU CAN DO TO SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT

• Don’t drive to the ocean to dump all of  your garbage in it.  Bike there instead!
• Stop eating food because it’s just going to turn to waste.
• Wash all of  your laundry in one load instead of  washing each piece of  clothing 
in its own load.
• Don’t raise kids who expect to eat more than once a week.
• Don’t do dishes.
• Put a little bit of  the environment in a glass jar and store it in a cool, dry place. 
• Next time you go camping, don’t pour gasoline everywhere and burn the forest 
down.
• Lobby for increased fines for littering.
• Composting is a Jewish conspiracy: don’t believe it.
• Pets are a luxury, save rescources by eating them instead.
• Adopt one baby every day.
• Stop.

ENVIRONMENT IN TROUBLE AGAIN

Green
Green is the classic green. Green was invented by blue after blue 
and red broke up and blue was sick of  being forced to spend all of  
his time with his ex. When red found out, he got so upset that he 
banished blue to the ocean to live out the rest of  his days in solitude. 
This act of  revenge is why red is now synonymous with “anger” 
and “vengeance.” Green, merely an innocent bystander in this whole 
affair, went unpunished.
Spring Green
Spring Green was invented by the Mongolians in the 15th century 
as a way to overcome the insurmountable defense presented by the 
Great Wall. Although it’s unclear how the Mongolians attempted 
to use an abstract concept like a color to defeat the Chinese, today 
this color is held in high regard the world over for its pure aesthetic 
appeal.
Kelly Green
Kelly Green was named after the R&B singer R. Kelly due to his 
extensive contributions to the world of  pigment research as an 
undergrad at UC Berkeley. According to sources close to him, R. 
Kelly is so happy with the color that merely looking at it makes him 
want to “rape a bitch.”
Hunter Green
Hunter Green is the darkest color green out there, and is named 
after the color a hunter’s heart turns after he has killed many helpless 
animals. Every time a hunter shoots a defenseless animal, his heart 
turns a deeper shade of  black. Because blood red and deep black 
combine to make dark green, hunter green is the result after a hunter 
has killed many animals over the course of  his life.
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